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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose here is to study the Lyapunov stability properties of solutions 
of a system of Volterra integrodifferential equations of the form 
x’(t) = Ax(t) + St B(t - s)x(s) ds (’ = d/dt) CL) 
0 
where t > 7 and where x(t) = f(t) on 0 < t < 7. Here T 3 0 is a given 
constant, f is a given continuous, vector-valued function, and both A and 
B(t) are square matrices. The solution of (L) with initial values (~,f) will 
be denoted by x(t, ~,f). If ‘T = 0, then the function f reduces to an initial 
vectorf(0) = x0. 
Volterra integrodifferential equations occur in a variety of applications. 
In these applications the initial time 7 is always zero. At first sight, the 
initial value problem (L) with 7 > 0 appears to be somewhat artificial. 
Though it may be artificial, it is also useful. For example, Grossman and 
Miller [I] studied the asymptotic behavior of solutions of nonlinear problems 
of the form 
y’(t) = 4Y(4 + hl(Y@))) + j-l wt - ~4I.?J(S) + h,(Y(4)} 6 Y(O) = Yo ) 
0 
when ] y0 j is small. ‘The terms h,(y) and h,(y) were assumed to be smooth 
functions of order o([ y I) as y + 0. The results in [I] depend on certain 
a priori information about the resolvent R(t) associated with the linear 
system (L) and its derivative R’(t). In this paper, we shall prove that if 
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B(t) ~Ll(0, a), then R(t) is of classLL(O, ‘x) if and onl!, if the trivial solution 
of system (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable. \Vhen R(t) and R(t) are 
both in L’(0, a), it is easy to see that R’(r) ;- LL(O, XI) and that H(r) tends 
to zero as t + ccj. This is exactly the type of information which is necessar!~ 
in order to apply the results in [I]. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II contains 
preliminary definitions and results. In Section III we define various types 
of Lyapunov stability for (L). These definitions are natural extensions of 
the corresponding notions for ordinary differential equations. Theorem I 
contains necessary and sufficient conditions, in general, for uniform stabilit) 
and uniform asymptotic stability. The remainder of the section is devoted 
to connections between stability of (L) and stability properties of a related 
\‘olterra integrodifferential equation with infinite memory. In Section I\- 
we show that if B(t) and R(t) are in L’(0, GD), then the trivial solution of (L) 
is uniformly asymptotically stable. JIoreover, for any initial pair (T,./) the 
solution .~(t, 7, f) EL’ on [T, a). Conversely, if B(t) is L1 and (L) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable then K(t) must be inLl(0, crz). The proof of the converse 
may be of some independent interest since it depends on constructing a 
Lyapunov functional for (1,). 
In Sections V and 1-I we give some sufficient conditions on A and B(t) in 
order that the trivial solution of (I,) is stable, uniformly stable, asymptotically 
stable or uniformly asymptotically stable. We assume that B E L'(0, cc), that 
B*(s) is the Laplace transform of B(t), that is, 
B*(s) =- 1,'; exp( --st)B(t) dt, 
and that the determinant of s ;3 - B”(s) -/: 0 when Ke s :;- 0. These 
assumptions and some additional integrability assumptions on B(t) imply 
stability of (L). Section \‘I1 contains some examples and conjectures. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Rn denote real, n-dimensional Euclidean space of column vectors 
x == col(x, , x2 ,...) x,,) with the Euclidean norm / x 1 = (Cy=, $)llz. Let Ri 
be the half line 0 < t < CO. The symbols C(R+) = C[O, CO) will denote 
the set of all continuous functions e, : R* ---f Rn with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of R-r (the compact-open topology). Given 
p) in C(R+), define 
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The symbols L”(R+) will denote the usual Lebesgue space of measurable 
functions f such that 
I\f’;lP = )I, if(t)iP df(l:P < Co. 
DEFINITION I. Let P be a given function with domain RT x C(Ri) and 
range in R”. This function P(t,f) will be called nonanticipative if and only 
if for each L > 0 one has P(t,f) = P(t, cp), vvherever f and 9 are continuous 
functions such that f (s) = y(s) on 0 < s < t. 
DEFINITION 2. Let P(t, f) be a continuous function on R+ x C(R-) into 
R”. Then 
(i) P(t, f) is locally Lipschitz continuous in f if and only if given 
any pair of positive constants A and B there exists a constant L > 0 such 
that j P(t,f) - P(t, p?)l -<L IIf - q /jl, whenever 0 .< t < A and both 
llf IL and 11 P llt G B. 
(ii) P(t,f) is locally Lipschitz continuous in f uniformly in t if it is 
locally Lipschitz continuous in f and the Lipschitz constants L can be chosen 
independently of A. 
n’ote that if P(t,f) is continuous in (t, f) and locally Lipschitz continuous 
in .f, then it is automatically nonanticipative. 
Consider a system of equations of the form 
y’(t) = 24y(t) + 1“ B(t - s)y(s) ds t P(4 Y), 
0 
(2.1) 
where t 2 7 and y(t) = f(t) on 0 < t < 7. If B(t) is locally L1 on R+ and 
if P(t, f) is continuous and nonanticipative, then for any pair (T, f) of initial 
values in Rt x C(Rt), the initial-value problem (2.1) has at least one local 
solution. Any local solution can be continued to the right so long as it remains 
bounded. If P is locally Lipschitz continuous in f, then the initial values 
(T, f) determine the solution of (2.1) uniquely. See Driver [2] for proofs 
and details of these assertions. 
DEFINITION 3. The resolvent R(t) associated with the linear system (L) 
is the unique solution of the matrix equation 
R’(t) = AR(t) + i“ B(t - s)R(s) ds, R(0) = I w 
0 
where I is the identity matrix. 
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If B(t) is locally L1 on R+, P(f,f) is continuous and nonanticipative and 
7 = 0, then (2.1) may be rewritten in the equivalent variation of constants 
form 
y(t) = R(t)f(O) -t j’ R(t - s)P(s,y) ds (t ,‘=- 0). 
0 
See [l] for details. In particular, if x(t, ~,f) is the solution of (~5) for some 
initial pair (~,f), then 
x’(t + 7, T,f) = Ax(t + 7, T,f) t 
i 
t B(r - s)x(s $~ T, T, f) d5 
0 
+ j; B(t -t T - s)f(s) ds 
for t > 0 with X(T, 7, f) = f(~), Th’ 1s inhomogenous initial-value problem 
can be solved with the aid of the variation of constants formula to obtain 
x(t + T, ~,f) = R(t)f(T) + j’ R(t - s) 1 j’B(s -4~~ T - u)f(u) du\ ds (2.2) 
0 0 
for all t >, 0. This form of the solution of (L) will be needed in the sequel. 
Let * denote the Laplace transformation. For example, 
B*(s) e= j, exp( -st)B(t) dt (2.3) 
for all complex numbers s such that the integral exists. The following result 
was proved in [I]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that B E Ll(R+) so that (2.3) is defined and continuous 
when Re s > 0. If the determinental condition 
det(s-A-B*(s))+0 fey Res‘20 m 
is true, then there exists a constant A’ > 0 such that 
/ R*(s)1 < K(1 + 1 s I)-’ and i(R’)*(s)j < K(I $- j s I)-’ when Res > 0. 
III. GENERAL STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
DEFINITION 4. Suppose B ~Ll(0, T) for each T > 0. Consider the 
system (L) with initial conditions (~,f) E R+ x C(R+). The trivial solution 
x = 0 is called 
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(i) stable if given any 7 3 0 and any 6 > 0 there exists a number 
S > 0 (depending on E and T) such that whenever f~ C(R+) and I( f 11, < 6, 
the solution x(t, ~,f) exists for all t >, 7 and satisfies ( x(t, ~,f)j < E. 
of7 “‘b 
uniformly stable if it is stable and S can be chosen independent 
,, . 
(iii) asymptotically stable if it is stable and if given any (~,f) one has 
x(t, 7,f) - 0 as t + co. 
(iv) uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and if 
there exists A > 0 such that given any E > 0 there exists T(E) > 0 such that 
/ x(t + T(E), T,f)l < E uniformly for all t > 7, all 7 3 0 and all f with 
Il.fl’, G A. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose B(t) is locally L1 on R+. Then: 
(i) the trivial solution of(L) is uniformly stable if and only if the function 
y(t) dejked by 
y(t) = j,: / j; R(t - W(s + u) ds / du 
exists and isfinite for all t 3 0 and the two functions R(t) and y(t) are uniformly 
bounded on R+. 
(ii) the trivial solution of (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable if and 
only if it is umformly stable and both R(t) and y(t) tend to zero as t + co. 
Proof. Suppose x = 0 is uniformly stable. Then there exists a constant B 
such that for any (T,f) with 7 >, 0 and //f (I7 < 1 one has j x(t $ 7, T,f)l < B 
forallt>O. IfT=O,then/x(tf 79 ~,f)l = I x(t, O,f (ON = I R(t)f(O)l < B 
for all t > 0 and allf(0) satisfying j f(O)\ < 1. In particular, 1 R(t)/ < B for 
all t >, 0. Similarly, if z(t) = x(t + 7, T,f) - R(t)f (T), then I z(t)1 < 2B. 
By (2.2), z(t) must be of the form 
z(t) = j; R(t - s) ) j,: B(s +- 7 - u)f(u) du/ ds 
= jt R(t - s) ) jT B(s + U)f (T - u) du/ ds 
0 0 7 t = I Is R(t - s)B(s $ u) ds’ f(T - u) du. 0 0 I 
This means that for all t, 7 > 0, 
j; j j: R(t - s)B(s + u) ds 1 du < 2B. 
Thus y(t) < 2B for all t >, 0. 
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Conversely, if ! R(1)\ < --I and y(f) A for some fixed constant .I, 
then by (2.2) one has 
Thus x : 0 is uniformly stable. This proves part (i). Part (ii) follows in 
a similiar manner. 
Let C~:-GO, m) denote the set of all continuous functions 
such that, for any t E RI, the seminorms 
11 cp I( :: sup{~ p(s): : --SC! < s <; tj 
are finite. Let B EL’(W). (‘onsider the initial-value problem 





for t > 7 with A-(r) = f(t) on --m < t < 7. Here (7,f) is a pair of initial 
data in R1 x C<-cc, co). The various stability properties for the trivial 
solution of (L,) can be defined in the same way as the corresponding type 
of stability for(L) (see Definition 4). Note that this equation is “autonomous” 
in the sense that for any (~,f) one has X(t, 7,f) 7~ X(t ~- 7, 0,.f7), where 
.fT is the translated function ,fJf) =f(t A- T). In particular, it follows that 
one need only consider (L,) with initial time T =: 0. Moreover, stability 
and uniform stability are equivalent. 
Boundedness or stability for (L,) is related to uniform stability- for (I,). 
Indeed the following theorem is true. 
THEOREM 2. Let B EI,I(R-). ‘Then all of the following statements aye 
ephalent: 
(i) the trivial solution of (L) is uniformly stable; 
(ii) the trkal solution of (L,) is (uniformly) stable; 
(iii) R(t) is bounded nnd.for each f t Cl-co, CO) the solution ,Y(f, 0,J) 
of (L,) is bounded on R-t. 
Proof. Given initial values (0,F) let X(t,F) := x(t, 0,F) be the corre- 
sponding solution of (LTu). Then for any t 2: 0, one has 
x’(t,F) = AX(t,F) +-- j’ B(t - s)X(s,F) ds + jr’ B(u)F(t - u) du. 
0 t 
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If R(t) is the resolvent of (L), then variation of constants yields 
X(t,F) = R(t)F(O) + jf R(t - s) 1% B(u)F(s - u) du ds. (3.3) 
0 s 
First suppose that the trivial solution of (L) is uniformly stable. By (3.3) 
it follows that 
X(t,F) = R(t)F(O) + j’ R(t - s) jx B(s -+ u)F(-u) du ds 
0 0 
zzz R(t)F(O) + jm ;jt R(t - s)B(s + u) ds( F(--u) du, 
0 0 
so that 
Here I) F ilo is defined by (3.2) with v = F and t = 0. Since R and y are 
bounded, this proves that the trivial solution of (L,) is stable. 
Now assume the stability of (L,). Then there exists a constant B such 
that for any F in C( -“o, co) with jj F ilo < 1 one has j X(t, F); < B for 
all t > 0. Given any unit vector x0 and any E > 0, let F(t) = 0 if t .< --E 
and F(t) = {t/c $- 1)x, if t > --E. Then jlFJJ, < 1, I X(t, F)] < B and 
X(t, F) = R(t)%,, $ j’ R(t - s) ; 1’ B(s + u)F(--u) du; ds. 
0 - 0 
In particular, one has 
i R(t)xo I < / X(t,F): + 1’ I R(t - s)l j’ 1 B(s + u)‘; du ds 
0 0 
<B+ j: i R(t - s)! ]j:” j B(u)! du[ ds 
5 
for all t > 0, all E > 0 and all unit vectors x0 . On letting E + 0+ one finds 
that / R(t)x, j < B for all t. Thus [ R(t)1 < B uniformly in t. This proves (iii). 
Finally, assume that (iii) is true. Given any F, since X(t, F) and R(t) 
are bounded on R+, then by (3.3) it follows that 
A,F = I’ R(t - s) jm B(u)F(s - u) du ds 
0 s 
c 
i s I:/ lo 
t R(t - s)B(s + u) ds\ F(--u) du 
is uniformly bounded in t. For any fixed t >, 0, the symbols A, represents 
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a bounded linear mapping of C( --a, 0] into K” with norm /, z?, ‘I v(l). 
By the principle of uniform boundedness it follows that (1 il, 1 y(t) is 
uniformly bounded in t E R1. This proves (i). Q.E.D. 
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) in Theorem 2 remains true if in (iii) the 
statement “all FE C(-co, 01” is replaced by “all almost periodic F”. 
Similarly in (iii) it would be sufficient to require that F E C/ --x, O] and 
additionally F(t) ---f 0 as t --f ~ c/3. In general, we prove 
THEOREM 3. Suppose B E Ll(R+) and R(t) is bounded. Let I7 be a closed, 
linear subspace of C( - 00, 0] under the uniform norm such that given any f in 
Cc-co, O] there exists a sequence .fn in Y such that sup{1 f%(t)1 : t 5; 0 and 
n = I, 2, 3,...) < co and such that fn(t) ---f f(t) as n + co uniformly on 
compact subsets of --co < t -< 0. If ,for any f in I’ the solution X(t, f) of 
(L,) is bounded on R+-, then the trivial solution of(L) is uniformly stable. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2 above it follows that {J,) is a 
one-parameter family of linear maps on Y into R, . The A, are again norm 
bounded, that is if 
il24t Ily = SUP0 A,f il : llf 110 = l,f E Y)., 
then A* = supt Ij A, jjY < co. Given f in C( -03,0], let fn be the approxi- 
mating sequence guaranteed by the hypotheses. Then for any t and any 
T > 0, one has 
j i‘:, R(t - s) ,,I: B(s -+ u)[fn(-u) -f( -u)] du\ ds j 
< j-* 1 R(t - s): ;l: / B( s + 41 ifn(-4 -f(-4 du 0 
+ jm I B(s f u)l du(il fn I!” + II f h)[ ds -+ 0 
T 
as T, n -+ co. Then (3.3) implies that X(t, fJ + X(t, f) as n - ‘-c for each 
fixed t > 0. In particular, 
1 X(t, f)i < lim inf / X(t, fn)l < (A* + sup ) R(t)l) lim inf /I fn ]!o < co, 
so that X(t, f) is bounded on RI-. 
Theorem 2 has the following corollary. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose B E Ll(R+). If the trivial solution of(L) is un;formly 
stable, then determinant of s - i3 - B*(s) # 0, when Re s > 0. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a complex number s,, and a unit vector 
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x0 such that Re s,, > 0 and (s, - A - B*(s,))x, = 0. If one defines 
X(t) = exp(s,t)x, , then X(t) is bounded on -CC < t < 0 and 
X’(t) - AX(t) - It B(t - s)X(s) ds = {so - A - B*(s,)}x, exp(s,t) =O 
-cc 
for all t. Since X(t) becomes unbounded as t + m, then by Theorem 2, 
parts (i) and (iii) it follows that (L) is not uniformly stable, Q.E.D. 
The same type of analysis is available for studying asymptotic stability. 
Three results of this type are quoted. Their proofs are similiar to the proofs 
given above. 
THEOREM 4. Let B E Ll(R+) and suppose that (L) is uniformly stable. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) the trivial solution of(L) is uniformly asymptotically stable; 
(ii) given E > 0, there exists T(E) > 0 such that the soktion X(t, F) of 
(L,) with initial value F at 7 = 0 satisfies the bound 1 X(t + T(c),F)\ < E 
uniformlyforallt >OandaZlF~C(-a11,0] withljFl(,,< 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let Y be a closed subspace of C( - cc, 0] which satisfies the 
approximation condition of Theorem 3. Then in Theorem 4 one can replace 
the condition “all F E C( -00, 01” by “all F in Y”. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose B E L’(R+). If the trivial solution of(L) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable, then the determinant (s - A - B*(s)) # 0 whenever 
Res > 0. 
IV. L1-PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS 
The purpose of this section is to prove the most important result of 
the paper, namely, the equivalence of uniform asymptotic stability of (L) 
with R(t) in L1(O, co). Half of this assertion is easy. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose B(t) and R(t) are both in L’(R+). Then 
(i) R’ ELM and both R(t) and R’(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co, 
(ii) the trivial solution of (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable, and 
(iii) for any initial value (7, f) in R+ x C(R+) the solution x(t, 7, f) 
of(L) is in L1(7-, ~0). 
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Proof. Since rl is a constant matrix, then Z-1K(i) E L’(R~,). Moreover, the 
convolution of two L1 functions results in an L* function (by Fubini’s 
theorem). These two facts plus the resolvent quation (R) imply that R’(t) 
is in Ll(R+). Since R’ is in Ll(Rim), then R(t) has a limit at t :~~ c%. But 
R EL’(R-); so this limit is zero. To see that R’(co) - 0, note that the 
convolution of an L1 function with a function which tends to zero at f xj 
yields a function which is zero at infinity. This may be used in (R) to see 
that R’(m) :: 0. 
To prove part (ii) note that by (2.2) one has 
.%ft 7- 7, T,f) = R(t)f(~) + 1’ R(t - s) )j’ B(S tm u)~(T - u) du; ds. 
0 0 
Therefore, one can estimate 
) x(t + T, ~,f)j < ~ R(t)1 i,f(~) + jmi I R(t - s), )je7 ; B(s j- u), du{ dkTsifil, 
G iflIT ;! R(f)1 i- ( 
0 
R(t - s); )j-; I B(u)1 du; ds;. 
,’ 
The first term ( R(t)1 -+ 0 as t -F co. The second term is the convolution 
of an L1 function with one which tends to zero at t = m. Therefore, the 
expression 
: R(t)1 -t s:, R(t - s)! 1,: , B(u)! du[ d.s 
is bounded and tends to zero as t + a. This proves the uniform asymptotic 
stability of (L). 





I x(t -k 7, 7,f)l dt < 1.0~)~ j’ ’ R(t)1 dt 
II 
+ J’ 1’ ( R(t - s), IT j B(s + u), /f (T - u)l du dsdt 
0 * 0 0 
< If(~)i j’ ! R(t)/ dt 
II 
(R(t - s)I B(s tm u)I if(~ -- u)‘dtdsdu 
‘\ q 
+ l s i 
x I R(t)’ dt 
0 - 0 s 0 
i B(s) dS( If(7 - 24)) dU. 
Since T > 0 is arbitrary, (iii) is proved. Q.E.D. 
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The proof of the other half of the equivalence depends on the theory 
of Lyapunov functionals. 
DEFINITION 5. A Lpapunov functional is a continuous function 
V : R+ x C(R-) --f R1 such that V(t,f) ’ 1 IS ocally Lipschitz continuous in J 
The derivative of I’ w.r.t. a system of equations 
y’(t) = q&Y), F : R- x C(R+) - R’” (4.1) 
is defined by 
where 
f*(S) = 1;;:; +F(t,f)(s - t) 
011 0 < s < t, 
on t<s<t+h. 
LEMMA 2. Let V(t, f) and F(t,f) 6 e continuous and locally Lipschitz 
continuous in f. Then for any (T, f) in R~r x C(R+) the derivative of V w.r.t. 
(4.1) may be written in the form 
v(~,f) = li~~;qV(T + h,y(., T,f)) - V(T,f)}/h 
where y( ., 7, f) is the unique solution ?f (4. I) with initial values (7, f ). Moreover, 
let P(t, f) be any continuous, nonanticipative perturbation and Y(t, 7, f) any 
solution of the problem 
Y’(t) = F(t, Y) + P(t, I’) 
zGth initial values (T, f). Given constants A and B > 0 let L be the local 
Lipschitz constant for V(t, f) on (0 < t < A, 1i.f /if < B}. If 0 -<, 7 < ,4 
and I] f JJi- < B, then 
limsuplV(~ + h, Y(.,T,f)) - V(T,f)Slh < v(T,f) +Ll p(~,f)l. 
h-O+ 
The proof is similar to the corresponding proof for the ordinary differential 
equation’s case. See Driver [2] for more details. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose B E Ll(R-1) and suppose the trivial solution of (L) 
is uniformly asymptotically stable. Then there exists a Lyapunov function 
V(t, f) with the following properties. 
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(i) V(t, f) is locally Lipschitz continuous in f un~orndy in t, 
(ii) V(t, 0) = 0 for all t > 0, 
. . 
(ill) vhf) 2 Wo(if(t)l) h w eye w&y) is (I positive definite continuous 
function, and 
(iv) the derivative of V w.r.t. (L) satisjes 
Q,f') < --4lf(W 
where wl( y) is a continuous positive definite function. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of the converse 
theorem of Massera [3, Theorem 81. Pick numbers K and T,,, such that if 
jjfjj, < 1,then / x(t,~,f)l < Kforallt ~_-,andIx(t+T,+T,7,f)j<l/m 
for all t > 0. Let g(t) be a continuous, nonincreasing, positive function such 
that g(t) = K on 0 6 t < Tl and g(T,,) = l/(nz - 1) for m = 2, 3, 4 ,... . 
Then 1 x(t + 7,~, f)i < g(t) - 0 as t -+ a, whenever T 3 0 and [If /;, ,( 1. 
For this g(t) there exists a function G(y) E Ci(R+) such that G(y) > 0, 
G’(y) > 0 for all y > 0, G(0) = G’(0) =: 0, G’(y) is increasing in y and, 
for any constant C > 0, the integrals 
s = r G(CNN ds and G’(Cg(s)) ds ” s 0 
are finite (see Massera [3, p. 7161). Define 
V(t, f) = j= G(! 4s + t, t,f )!) 4 
0 
where x(t, 7, f) is the unique solution of (L) with initial values (7, f). 
Since x(t, 7, f) is continuous on R+ x R+ x C(R+) and the integral in 
the definition of V converges uniformly for t > 0 and j( f IIt < A, for any 
fixed A > 0, then clearly I’ : R+ x C(R+) - R-k is continuous and non- 
anticipative. In order to see that V(t, f) is 1 ocally Lipschitz continuous in f 
uniformly in t 2 0 fix any constant B > 0. Pick fi and f2 with jj fi Iit and 
// fi /It , both less than or equal to B. Since G’(y) is increasing, then for 
any pair of vectors a and b the mean-value theorem yields 
I G(I a I) - G(I b I)1 < G’(q i a I + (1 - 4) I b I)(1 a I - I b 9 
(forsomepinO<g< 1) 
,< c(I a I -t I b I) I a - b I. 
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By stability there exists a constant K > 0 such that if // v Ijt < 1 then 
1 x(s + t, t, v)j < K for all t, s > 0. Thus one has 
< 1 m I G(I x(s +t, t,fi)l) - G(/ x(s + t, t,.fil I)1 ds 0 
G 
J 




m G’W%(s))~I~f, - fi /It ds 
0 
This proves the Lipschitz continuity. 
To see that V is positive definite let t > 0 be fixed and let B be a given 
constant. By stability if I/f jjt < B, then x(s + t, t, f) is uniformly bounded. 
Hence 1 x’(s + t, t,f)l < a(B) is uniformly bounded for t, s 3 0 and 
l\f& < B. This means that 
I x(s + 4 4f) -f(t)1 < S4B) d If(W 
if 0 < s < lf(t)j/(2a(B)). Using this in the definition of V it follows that 
V(t,f) 2 /;““““’ WI f(W) dt = wo(l f(O) 
if llfllt G B and 4~) = ~/{24B)l. 
Finally, note that 
W, 44 ~7.f)) = 1, G(I 4s + t, t, x(t, ~,f))l) ds 
= s O” G(l 4s + t, ~>f)l) ds 0 
= s : G(/ x(s, ~ f)l) ds. 
Therefore, the derivative of V w.r.t. (L) is 
Y(ttf) = -G(lfWl> = -4lf(W 
This function is negative definite. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose H i-I,l(P) ml (Z,) : I< ufliJorml?, as~ympioticolly 
stable. Then the perturbed Eq. (2. I) has the follozcing type of stahilitl,: Given 
any 6 ,-i 0 there exist tz.00 positive numbers 71 and 7,2 such that for an?’ initial 
values (7,f), if j’f[ T $ 7/I and tf P(t,f) ‘. 1) ans r.ontinuous, no~~anficipative 
function with , P(t,f)i c Q on the set {t O,-:,f ,I, -1 c), then ally solutio?r 
y(t, 7,-f, P) of (2. I) exists and satisjies / y(t, 7, f, I’), -c E for all t T. 
Proqf. Given E :> 0, let w,,(y) and q(y) be the positive definite functions 
given in Theorem 7 and let Z, be the Lipschitz constant for f’(t,f) when 
I,fili .< 6. Define m = min(o,(y) : ~ y 1 r~ ~1. Since V(t,,f) ‘-5 I, / .f’, when 
i:flii < E, then c-(t,f) < 71~ if ! ,f~‘( z< ~i and 7, = min{cj?, m(2L)- I). Let 
o( = min(w,(y) z 7, :<: j y 1 ,.: c) and set Q = a/(2L). This choice of pi 
and Q will do. 
Let f and P be majorized by pi and vz and let p(t) = y(t /- 7, ~,.f, Z’). 
Since y(t) is continuous and ~(0); --= i.f(O), < 7, < E, then ~ p(t)! .c c for t 
sufficiently small. If q(t) gets into the region qi .<l / q(t)1 :-:< t, then in this 
region the derivative Lkp of V w.r.t. (2.1) satisfies 
This means that V(t + 7, q) is decreasing in this region. In particular, 
qt + 7,q) < max[k’(t,f) : t >s 0, ~if~it .< qi) <. m so that / y,(t)1 < E. 
Since 1 p(t)1 can never reach the circle p(t)’ t, the proof is complete. 
QED. 
L‘OROLLARY 3. If B E Ll(R+ ) and if (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable, 
then the resolvent R(t) associated with the linear system (L) is qf class LL(R’ ). 
Proof. The solution of the inhomogeneous problem 
y’(t) - Ay(t) +~ j’ B(t - s)y(s) ds ml- F(t), Y(0) = 0 
. 0 
is given by 
y(t) I= It R(t - s)F(s) ds (t > 0). 
0 
(4.2) 
If F is bounded and continuous on R +, then by Theorem 8 (with P(t,f) -z 
cF(t) and with E sufficiently small) it follows that cy(t) is bounded on R 1. 
Thus y(t) is bounded. Since y(t) is given by (4.2), the conclusion of the 
corollary follows from a result of Corduneanu [4, Theorem 31. Q.E.D. 
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V. Sam CONSEQUENCES OF CONDITION (D) 
Let B ELM, let B*(s) be the Laplace transform of B and assume that 
det(s - A - B*(s)) f 0 when Res 3 0. CD) 
Condition (D) is certainly necessary for uniform asymptotic stability of (L). 
Here we seek additional conditions on B which insure uniform stability or 
uniform asymptotic stability of (L). 
THEOREM 9. Suppose B t LI(R-) and suppose (D) is true. 
(i) If for some p in the interval 1 < p < 2 one has 
jz (?^I I B(u)’ dui” ds < a, 
0 s 
then (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
(ii) If there exists a p in 1 < p < 2 such that 
then the trivial solution of (L) is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 above the transforms R*(k) and (R’)*(k) are of 
class L”(-a, NJ) for 1 < p < 2. The Fourier transforms of these functions 
are 2z-R(-t) and 2rR’(-t) on --so < t .< 0 and zero on 0 .<, t < a. But 
the Fourier transform of anP function with 1 <p < 2 is of class Lq( - o3, m), 
where l/p + l/s = 1, see Titchmarsh [5, p. 961. Therefore, R and 
R’ EL~(O, CD) for all 9 in the interval 2 < 4 < co. This implies that R(t) --t 0 
as t 4 CCI. The argument used in the proof of Theorem 6 shows that R’(t) --f 0 
as t--t co. 
Let s and t be numbers bigger than one and let Y be the solution of the 
equation 
l/r = l/s -t l/t - 1. 
If Y 3 I, then the convolution of a function in L”(R+) with a function in 
P(R+) yields a function in L’(R+), see Titchmarsh [5, p. 971. If Y = fc~, 
the resulting function is in L”(R+) and tends to zero as t -+ a, see, e.g., 
Rudin [6, p. 4, part (d)]. 
To prove (i) we use Theorem 4. Let X(t,F) be a solution of (L,) with 
initial value 8’ at 7 == 0, that is 
X(t,F) = R(t)F(O) + j; R(t - s) 1 ?‘I” B(u)F(u - s) du/ ds. 
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Then one has 
I x(t,F)l SZ ( R(t)! ; F(O)( -t- j' / R(t - 5)' j' ! B(U)( dU dS 'F ,,,) 
0 
G _ ) I R(t)\ i- jb j R(t - S); j: / B(U)] did dS/ 11 F I',, . 
We know that j R(t)/ --f 0 as f - GO. If 
b(s) = j” / B(u)1 du 
s 
is inP(R-+-) for somep in 1 <p < 2, then since R ELQ(R+) for q = p/( p -- l), 
the convolution is bounded and tends to zero as t + a. If b(s) is of 
class Ll(R+), then since R(t) - 0 as t + so, the convolution still tends to 
zero as t --f GO. Thus (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
To prove (ii), first note that if I/p + I/q = 1, then 
Z(t) = jt ) R(t - $1 j‘ 1 B(u)! duds = j’ i” / R(t - s)! ! B(s -t u), ds du 
0 s 0 -0 
Thus Z(t) is uniformly bounded on R+. Since Z(t) :Z y(t), then by Theorem 1 
it follows that (L) is uniformly stable, To see that (L) is asymptotically 
stable, consider a solution 
.x(t t T, ~,f) == R(t),f(~) + j’ R(t - 5) jT B(s ‘- u)f(~ - u) duds. 
0 0 
We know that R(t) --f 0 as t - cn. Consider the second term 
x,(t) = j: R(t - s) jj;B(s + u)f(~ - u) du( ds. 
If q = p/(p - I), then 
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Therefore, x,(t) is the convolution of R ELM with an Ll function, that 
is x0(.) ELM. Since x,,(t) has a bounded derivative, it tends to zero as 
t-03. Q.E.D. 
As an example if B(t) = C(P) as t + co for some constant 01 > 3/2, 
then the hypotheses of Theorem 9 (i) and (ii) are satisfied. One can use 
any value of p in the range (a -- I)-’ < p < 2. If 
.c 
m ) B(t)1 dt = C(F) as s+cE 
s 
where 01 > 4 , then the hypotheses of part (i) are true. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose B ELI(O, co) and (D) is true. Suppose B*(k) is 
locally Holder continuous with exponent 01 
( B*(ir + ih) - B*(iT - ih)l < K(T)~“, 
where K(T)( 1 + T’)-l E L2( - co, co). If either 01 > l/2 OY if 0 < a: < l/2 and 
there exists a number q >, 2 such that 
1, 11: j B(u)j dui’ ds < a3 and u! + l/q > l/2, (5.1) 
5 
then (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable. On the other hand, if0 < 01 < l/2 
and there exists a number q > 2 such that 
.r,u /irn I B(u)ln du/l”ds < co and fx + l/q > l/2, (5.2) s 
then (L) is both uniformly stable and asymptotically stable. 
Proof. Since R*(iT) = (iT - A - B*(k)}-1 and B*(iT) ---f 0 as t -+ *co, 
then 
R*(iT + ih) - R*(iT - ih) = (2ih + B*(iT - ih) - B*(iT + ih)} o(T-“), 
The Holder continuity of B* and the integrability of K(7) imply that 
s 
m 1 R*(ir + ih) - R*(iT - ih)jp d-r = O(h=p) 
--m 
as h -+ 0 for any p in (1, 21. This means that the Fourier transform of R*(G) 
is in L’(--00, a) for all Y in the range 
p(p t- OLp - 1)-l < Y < p(p - 1)-l, 
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see Titchmarsh [S, p. 1151. ‘I‘hc maximum val~~c of the lowcr limit occurs 
when p = 2 so that 
In particular, if I /2 < 01 5: 1, then K ELI(R ) and (L) is uniformly asymp- 
totically stable by Theorem 6 above. 
Suppose 0 < 0: :< l/2. Then the function )8(f) defined in Theorem I 
above satisfies 
But Z(Z) is the convolution of a function in L’(%(~cY +- 1)-l < Y < 2) with 
a function in L”. This range of values for r includes a value for vvhich 
1 /q + 1 ,l~ =: I. Therefore, z(t) -F 0 as t - m. 
On the other hand, if (5.2) is true, then one can estimate 
Since z(t) is bounded on Rot, Theorem I asserts the uniform stability of(L). As 
in the proof of Theorem 9 one can show that q,(t) :- s(t -;- 7, ~,.f) - R(t)f(~) 
is in Lq(R+) and so x,(t) --•, 0 as t -+ E. This will prove the asymptotic 
stability of (Z,). Q.E.D. 
Note that in Theorem 10 the assumption that B* is Holder continuous 
and K(T)( I -+ ?)I E L2( ~- 03, ~1) could be replaced by any other assumption 
which will insure that 
as h --f 0. 
It is easy to find examples where the hypotheses of Theorem 10 may be 
< 2. Let I/p ?- I/q = I. verified. Suppose tB(t) ELJ’(O, co) for somep in 1 < p 
Then the function d/ds[B*(s)] = sy exp( -st)( -tB(t)) dt is uniformly 
integrable L” on each vertical line segment in Res .:: 0, say, 
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(see Titchmarsh [5, p. 97, line 4.1.21). Th us for any D > 0, the Holder 
inequality implies that 
j B*(a + iT -c ih) - B”(a -t- iT - ih) < 42h) (5.3) 
on --cx) < 7 < cc, where h is any positive constant and 01 .=- 1 /p. Since 
then B ~Ll(0, co). Thus B*(s) is continuous on the half plane Res > 0. 
The continuity of B*(s) allows one to take the limit as 0 --f O+ in (5.3). 
It follows that (5.3) remains true when 0 = 0. 
For example, if tB(t) EP(R+), then (5.3) is true with 01 =z l/2. In addition, 
if 4 > 2, one has 
m q/2 rl) 
d i.i’ 
’ uB(u);” du 
0 1 I 
(sd2) ds < ax). . 
Therefore, (5.1) is true with a = l/2 for any 9 > 2. 
VI. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 11. Let B E Ll(R+) and let (D) be true. Then the trivial solution 
of (L) is asynaptotically stable. Moreover, for any initial value (7, f) in 
R+ x C(R+) the solution x(t, ~,f) of(L) is ofcZussL*[~, m)fo~ each q E [2, a). 
Proof. Let x(t) = x(t + 7, ~,f) so that 
x(t) = R(t)f(T) + j: R(t - s) , j, B(s f u)f(~ - u) dujds, (6.1) 
for all t > 0. From Lemma 1 we know that R and R’ ELQ(R+) for all 4 > 2, 
and that R(t) j 0 as t --j 03. The Laplace transform of the second term 
in (6.1) is 
ds) = R*(s) j; 1 j,i exp(--st)B(t + u) dt( f (T - u) du, 
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where R*(s) is the transform of the resolvent R(t). By Lemma I above, 
one has 
< K(1 + s I)-’ jK ( B(t)/ dt 1’ If(u)] du. 
0 0 
In particular, then 1 p(iT)( ED-CO, CO) for any p in (I, 21. The Fourier 
transform of q(G) is then of class Lq( -a, co) for all q in 2 ,< q < cc 
(cf. [5, p. 971). This Fourier transform is essentially the second term in 
(6.1). Therefore, x(t) = x(t $ 7, 7,f) ELQ(O, CYJ) for 2 < q < co. 
When p = q = 2 in the analysis above, then the term 
Z(t) = \’ (t - s) ) j’B(s + u)~(T - u) duj ds 
* 0 0 
is in L2(0, GO) and 
ja 1 z(t)t’ dt < 2/G K jm ) B(t)1 dt j‘ If(u)] du ia (1 + +1 d7 
0 0 0 -a, 
- x1s ,: I f(4 du, 
where Kl is a fixed constant independent of 7 and f. By (6.1) it follows 
that / x(t)1 < 1 R(t)/ If(~)1 + / Z(t)1 EL~(O, co). Since 
r’(t) = Ax(t) + j: B(t - s)x(s) ds + J’; B(s f T)~(T - u) du, 
then x’(t) is the sum of two L2 functions and a function which tends to zero 
as t --j co. Thus x(t) is also uniformly continuous 
t+ co. 
In order to prove stability, note that 
on R+ and x(t) ---f 0 as 
u) ds/ f(~ - u) du 1 
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This shows that s(t) is uniformly small when f(u) is small uniformly on 
O<U<7. Q.E.D. 
The asymptotic stability could also be proved by showing that the func- 
tional 
v(t,f> = Jy I 4s + 4 4f)l” ds, (t,f)~R+ x C(R+) 
is a Lyapunov functional (for any 4 in [2, cc)) which satisfies the hypotheses 
of an asymptotic stability theorem of Driver [2, Theorem 61. 
VII. SOME EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONS 
In order to obtain examples which satisfy (D), one can pick any function 
B ELM. Then pick a constant A < -sy / B(t)] dt. It follows that (D) 
is always true. To find an example with A = 0, let 
B(t) = - f a,, exp(--b,t), 
Tl=O 
where the a, and b, are positive and where 
The convergence of these series is sufficient to insure that B is in Ll(R+). 
Then 
-B*(s) = f a,(s + b&l, 
Vl=O 
so that if s = 0 + in and 0 > 0, one has 
W - B*(s)) = (J + f a,(~ + b,)l s + b, j-2 > o. 
71=0 
Therefore, s - B*(s) # 0, when Res > 0. Since the a, and b, are all 
positive it is easy to compute certain integrals involving B(t). For example 
s 
m j tB(t)l” dt = 2 f wdb, + b,)-3. 
0 n,lTl=O 
If this last sum is finite, then Theorem 10 applies. 
The results in this paper suggest several interesting questions. For 
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example, in Theorem 9 part (i), is the conclusion still true ifp is in :hr ~-;mgc 
2 < p < cz ? Similarly in part (ii), is the conclusion true if 2 /, _ x ? 
In Theorem 9 part (ii), can the conclusion bc xtrengthenetl to uniform 
asymptotic stability ? If these results are true, then are the hq~othcses of 
Theorem I I sufficient for uniform asymptotic stabilit!- ? 
Hannsgen [7] has given sufficient conditions on the coeficicnts I and 
B(t) in (L) so that tht: resolvent satisfies X”(i,) iL”( x, ‘z) for I c /, 2, 
even though B(t) is not in I,I(R ). Under Hannsgen’s assumptions it should 
be interesting to see what types of stability are present. Even more important, 
can one show that R(r) or K’(r) t L’(Z?) ? 
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